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Psalm 119:  Walking with God     
[excerpts from Ps. 119]     

1. The passage.

Ps. 119 is written as an acrostic, i.e., with each stanza beginning with a letter of the Hebrew alphabet,
with each of the 22 letters in succession. We’ll look at the following stanzas1. 

verses acrostic letter theme

1-24 �  aleph (“a”)�  beth  (“b”)�  gimel (“g”)

general wisdom; similar to Ps. 1
pure life based on God’s word
supremacy of God’s word

33-40 �  he (“h”)2 obedience  [optional]

89-112 �  lamedh (“l”)�  mem  (“m”)�   nun  (“n”)

remembering and meditating on God’s word

The first stanza (v1-8) is mainly for background, and provides a nice transition from the last study to this one. It
is not necessary to discuss each verse in detail. There are a few key verses or key points from the above stanzas
that provide the main meat for this study, so we’re mainly hitting the highlights. We want to avoid getting
bogged down in detailed verse-by-verse exposition of entire stanzas (and in fact, I’m skipping the expanded

1 A stanza is like a paragraph of music or poetry, or strophe in purely poetic terms. The Hebrew letters are used here to
organize this psalm into a coherent flow of stanzas as subunits in the writer’s flow of thought. If you have time, you may
feel  free  to  look  at  other  stanzas  in  your  Bible  study,  just  as  long  as  it  doesn’t  make  your  study  to  superficial,
unmanageable, or incoherent.  

2 Aleph was a general vowel letter, not just for [a]; he is pronounced more like “hey”. The Hebrew alphabet came from the
Phoenician alphabet, as did the Greek alphabet, so the order and names of the Hebrew letters are similar to the Greek.
Our word ‘alphabet’ comes from the Greek/Hebrew ‘alpha-beta / aleph-beth’. 
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translation in this handout, which is not needed anyway since we’re just looking at excerpts). This is so we can
keep the focus on the main thrust of the psalm. Thus, the questions below do not try to cover every verse, but
the main idea of  each stanza.  And of  course,  there  is  more material  below than what  you may need;  you
probably want to focus on some more important questions that are relevant to your group members’ spiritual
needs. 

This is a wisdom psalm in which the writer talks about the importance of walking closely with God
through God’s word. This entails learning, studying, memorizing, and meditating God’s word, and thus obeying
it and letting it change one’s view of the world (e.g., in this psalm the writer refers to understanding what awaits
God’s children and what awaits the unrighteous, an understanding that only comes from meditating on God’s
word).  In fact, you might want to have a shorter study than usual so you can practice prayer and application, as
described in the Prayer section below. For your own preparation, please read the whole psalm, and encourage
group members to do so on their own.

Further notes.
This psalm is a meditation on the nature and role of God’s word in one’s life. Various synonyms for this

concept are used: law (Hebrew torah = ‘teaching’); word; testimonies, i.e., of what God has done and who he is;
statues (unchangeable rules); decrees, judgments or ordinances (decisions that God has made, God’s general
will  for  how  we  are  to  live,  as  stated  in  scripture);  precepts  (authoritative  commands);  commandments
(requiring  obedience);  and  way(s),  that  is,  lifestyle,  manner  of  living  and  thinking.  In  light  of  the  poetic
parallelism,  these  should  all  be  considered  facets  of  God’s  multi-faceted  word,  not  items  to  be  analyzed
separately as wholly distinct features (a mistake that a logical Western intellectual might make, for example). 

The whole psalm develops one theme, a praise of God for his word, and an exposition of the benefits of
his word. These benefits include wisdom about the fate of the godly and ungodly, and hence, God’s justice; and
the personal benefits for the psalmist in his walk with God, for attaining godly wisdom, lifestyle, obedience, and
purity. Unfortunately, we don’t know who wrote this psalm, but this anonymous psalm speaks eloquently for
itself. 

2. Discussion questions.

Stanza 1 (aleph).
Which psalm does this remind you of? (Ps. 1) 
Why does the writer praise God, for example, in v7? What is his motivation in v8? How can you praise

God for his commandments in your prayers?

Stanza 2 (beth).
In what ways does the psalmist keep his way pure? What does ‘pure’ mean? Does it just mean avoiding

sin? -- Or something more than that? 
What  would  it  mean  for  you to  seek  God with  all  your  heart?  How would  that  change your  daily

lifestyle, your schedule, the way you spend your time, the effort you put into your prayer life and quiet times,
how you worship, etc.? How would it change the way you think and what you think about moment by moment
throughout each day? How would it change your emotional life? 

What does it mean to “hide God’s word in your heart”? How does it keep you from sin?3 How does it
help us to keep his word in our hearts? How often do you memorize scripture? Do you have helpful techniques
to do so? How can God help you better in times of difficulty or temptation when you have learned scripture
passages  by heart? How does that bring you closer to God? 

What is meditation? Why should we meditate regularly on God and his word? How do we do it? Why is

3 I once heard in a sermon years ago that “The Bible will keep you from sin, and sin will keep you from the Bible”. Maybe it
sounds simplistic, but it’s quite true, and I had it written inside the cover of a Bible that I used for years.
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scripture memorization necessary (or  extremely helpful)  for  this?  How does meditation bring you closer  to
God? 

When reading or  studying the Bible,  before  worship,  in prayer,  etc.,  do you ask God for  help with
learning his word? [v12] What is the goal or purpose of doing these things, especially of learning his word?
(hint: getting closer to God) What good does it do, for example, if we study his word and don’t grow closer to
him? What could be wrong? 

Stanza 3 (gimel).
What does the psalmist learn from meditation on God’s word? How is this understanding helpful and

practical for us spiritually – especially in our relationship with God? 

Stanza 5 (he). [Optional passage; see questions for Stanza 2 above.]
How  does  God’s  word  preserve  our  lives?  [v37]  What  is  the  proper  motivation  and  purpose  of

obedience? 

Stanza 12 (lamedh), 13 (mem). [Read mainly for background.]
How does God’s word help us? Preserve us? Save us? How can you meditate on God’s word all day

long? [v97]  In the midst of trouble or anxiety, can you meditate on God? Can you stay focused on God? If not,
why so? How can you get refocused on God? 

(E.g., pray rather than worry; discipline yourself to read God’s word even if you don’t “feel like you got
anything out of it”; spend time in prayer, first by spending time to praise and thank God before offering specific
requests, in order to get your mind properly focused on God rather than on your problems.)

Stanza 13 (nun).
Explain the image or metaphor in v105. How is your life like walking down a dark road at night? How is

God’s word the light we need for our guidance? In what ways do we often reject  the guidance of God’s
word and go it alone blindly? What happens as a result? Why do you think God allows us to “get lost” when we
don’t follow his word? How does God’s word keep us from trouble that ungodly people set up for us? [v110]

How does God’s word preserve our lives? What is the proper purpose and motivation for  obedience?
How does his word lead us automatically to praise him? Do you use his word directly to praise him in your
prayers, for example, praying passages from the psalms as your own prayers to him? How is God’s word your
“heritage”? A joy to your heart? [v111] Are you committed whole-heartedly to God’s word? How can you tell if
you’re really committed? [v112] 

We don’t follow the Old Testament practice of making oaths or vows to God anymore. What kind of
vow did the psalmist make? Can you make a similar vow – one that is not overly idealistic, but spiritually
challenging but realistic? How can that  help you spiritually? Would you like to make some kind of public
commitment, and let yourself be accountable to your group members?4 

Final discussion.
Our overall theme this summer is intimacy with God. How do you develop an intimate relationship with

someone? Can it happen easily or quickly? Once you attain it, is it easy to keep? What conditions are necessary
for a close, stable, satisfying relationship? 

(1)  Spending quality and quantity time with another  – How does this apply to our relationship with God?
How do we spend time with God? Are you spending enough quality time and quantity time with Him?

4 I have occasionally make vows to God. Sometimes they were too vague and idealistic, and I didn’t keep them. But at
times I’ve made fairly specific vows that have really helped me stay focused on my walk with the Lord. Many examples
can be found in the Old Testament; a good one for guys to think about doing is in Job 31:1. 
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(2) Conversation – No relationship can be built without regular, deep conversation. How do we talk to God?
How does he talk to us? Are you spending enough time talking with God?

(3) Priority – No relationship can do well if one person doesn’t make it a priority and give the other person
more time and attention than everything else. What about you and God? 

3. Prayer.

As with all  the psalms in this series, it  is important to actually memorize at least  portions of them,
meditate on them, and incorporate them into our prayers and worship. So allow enough time at the end for
committing key verses from this study to memory (especially as a group effort), sharing prayer requests, and
praying for each other and for our own selves. Again, be sure to have group members pray at least some key
verses from this psalm (and some from last week’s study) as their own prayer and expand on them. 

For example, one might pray like, “God, I pray that I could keep my ways pure, by living according to
your word, by hiding your word in my heart,  so that  I won’t  sin  against  you” (cf.  119:9-11), then pray in
specific detail to apply it, e.g., “God I pray that would take time to memorize (these verses  / your word / verses
about _____),  and that I could keep my ways pure in regard to (name a particular sin problem or spiritual
weakness of yours), that I would meditate on it daily, and that as I meditate on it I would gain spiritual strength
and wisdom into this problem of mine, and that when I’m tempted/tested, your Holy Spirit would remind me of
these verses, and give me strength from them, so that I would (not commit sin X / give in to weakness X). Do so
with other key verses in this week’s passage or from other psalms (like from last week’s study). Similarly, pray
psalm verses or other verses when expressing praise and thanksgiving, as well as for specific requests. 

Be sure to do this on your own at home so you’re familiar with this prayer technique before leading
others  in  doing  so  after  the  Bible  study.  Give  group  members  specific  guidelines  for  doing  this  as  in  the
example above. 
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